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Gas
In September prices retreated from the 

peak seen at the end of August. Further 

Nord Stream news threatened to turn the 

tide but overall prices trended down 

returning to levels seen around mid-

August. These prices are still over 

double the levels seen prior to the 

invasion of Ukraine in February. 

Recent weeks have seen UK government intervention providing support for businesses for 

at least the next 6 months (Oct-Mar). These announcements had a small impact on the 

market but have been somewhat overshadowed by constantly evolving, ongoing Nord 

Stream 1 (NS1) saga.

After being shut down for essential maintenance at the end of August, NS1 did not come 

back online and as a result the market spiked to new highs.

On 26th September news broke of a possible sabotage causing irreparable damage to both 

NS1 and NS2. There is an ongoing case of ‘who done it’ underway but suggestions of state 

sponsored terrorism look increasingly likely, but which state currently remains a mystery. No 

gas was flowing to Europe through the pipelines but the possibility of flows beginning has 

now possibly been completely removed as the damage is likely to be permanent. This has 

added to concerns that gas shortages will continue into next Winter. Markets were also 

strengthened by threats from Russia to sanction Naftogaz that could see Russian gas flows 

via Ukraine finally ceased, this would be an end to the last route to Europe for Russian 

piped gas.

Despite all of the above, the markets showed a downward trend as we reached the end of 

the summer season. Strong European storage positions, the UKs business energy support 

scheme, further EU meetings regarding windfall taxes, and Germany’s announcement to 

release a 200 Billion Euro package to support its energy market have seemingly eased 

some of the pressure.

After the Nord Stream news markets initially increased as much as 20%, they have since 

returned to levels seen around mid-August, but it is clear there is now longer-term pressure 

on the source of gas for NWE. This is especially evident from the parity visible between 

where the Winter 22 gas price closed a the end of September and Winter 23 (W-22 

c.440p/th / W-23 c.460p/th). The same is not currently true of electricity (W-22 c.£570 MW / 

W-23 c.£380 MW). 



All data courtesy of Reuters
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Outlook Drivers

We have now reached the winter season so much of the focus will be on 

the weather forecast. Cold weather will dramatically impact gas 

consumption and therefore increase likelihood of shortages this winter 

which would push the market up short and long term.

Bearish signals

• Mild winter.

• Continuation of low LNG demand in 

China.

• Effective demand reduction throughout 

Europe.

• High renewable and nuclear generation.

Bullish signals

• Cold winter.

• Any disruption to LNG exports or 

unexpected gas production outages.

• Continued Nuclear production concerns 

and potential for low renewable generation.



Electricity prices once again broadly 

mirrored the movement seen on gas 

generally trending downwards from the 

peaks seen at the end of August.

Electricity

All data courtesy of Reuters

Price context

Although prices have declined severely from the extreme peaks at the end of August the below table shows how 

they remain elevated when compared to June & July.
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Disclaimer: The information contained in this document has been prepared in good faith 

by Ginger Energy and provides our views on current/future trends and outcomes, but, as 

with all forecasts dependent upon multiple, complex variables, there is no certainty 

whatsoever that our forecasts will turn out to be correct.  The information may be based on 

licenced 3rd party data, publicly available sources, assumptions, and observable market 

conditions and may change without notice. No warranty, express or implied, is made as to 

the accuracy, correctness, fitness for purpose, completeness or adequacy of this 

information nor is it intended to serve as basis for any procurement decision and as such 

Ginger Energy shall not accept any responsibility or liability for any action taken, financial 

or otherwise, as a result of this information. Please note that this email is intended for the 

recipient only and may not be copied, reproduced, or distributed without the prior consent 

of Ginger Energy.
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